
 

Krooz Racing 65 Pro Swingarm 

Thank you for purchasing our Race spec Alloy swing-arm to suit the KTM Group 65cc mx bike. Please 

read through the following tips to help with hassle free installation of your Krooz Racing 65 Pro 

swing-arm.   

This Pro 65 Swing-arm features a CNC billet machined Shock pick up, Swing-arm mounts, Axle blocks, 

chain adjusters and sprocket guide.  These CNC parts are machined here in house and then keyed 

deep into the 6061-radius edge Alloy tubing that sets the swing-arms overall length.  It is then 

welded and re-checked again on our swing-arm jig to be as close to a factory fit as possible.   

The Pro swingarm is 25mm longer than the stock swingarm, the longer arm naturally results in a 

+15mm height. A further 10mm higher can be achieved from our internal shock modification to 

match this swing arm, enabling a full +25mm longer and 25mm higher bike as a result of both 

swingarm and the internal shock modifications.    

  

• The R65 swingarm has bearings pre-fitted, please swap all oem bushing and seals across to 

the Krooz Racing arm and grease thoroughly before installation and check for a smooth 

action throughout the stroke before bolting in the shock 

•  Supplied is a longer bolt and nut/washer that is required for the lower shock mount 

• A longer chain is required due to the added length, we recommend RK 420MXZ or 

equivalent in a good brand. 

 

 

 

 



Install Important Notes: 

Rear Axle Mounting Block 

Our Krooz Racing rear axle block will need to be transferred onto the oem rear wheel axle.  Simply 

clamp the axle in special clamp or even a vice with non-marking soft jaws will suffice.  We 

recommend heating the oem axle block with heat gun to allow easy removal.  Use Loctite 243 or 

equivalent and tighten on our axle block.   Taking care with a 38mm spanner or simply a shifter will 

do this job easily. 

 

 

OEM Rear Brake Modification 

Due to the increased diameter and angle of the Krooz Racing 65 Pro swing-arm pivot point, in some 

cases the top inner surface of the factory rear brake lever will touch the R65 swing-arm on 

suspension top out.  

When installing this please check the brake lever does not touch the swingarm on full top out ( i.e 

bike on a stand, rear wheel in the air) Only a few mm of clearance is required.  To achieve this, we 

simply machine or hand file a few millimetres clearance off the top of the rear brake lever.  It is best 

to fully remove the pedal and modify.  Please check clearance on reassembly as it may activate the 

brake and not let it return all the way off if this is overlooked. 

 

  

 

 

 



Lower Chain Guide Clearance 

Due to the Krooz Racing Pro swing arm being longer and larger in side wall the chain clearance 

between the OEM front lower chain guide/slider and the wrap around swingarm guide, it will cause 

a tight clearance for the chain to slide through. Check this by simply spinning the wheel once the 

bike is on a stand.   

 

 

If it is slightly tight (common with brand new sliders that the chain will not fit thru) grind off the rib 

that comes on the lower chain  guide/slider.  (this is the guide/slider that is attached to the frame). 

This removes simply with one bolt, and is very easy to grind off a little clearance neatly.  We will use 

a grinder wheel and neatly remove the centre rib and slight amount of rubber material.  

 

Chain Tension  

It is important that the chain is loose enough to allow the swing-arm to move through the arc 

without chain torque or tension effecting suspension action.  Visually looking at this the chain should 

always have some ‘droop’ 

We recommend the chain be checked at the swingarms straightest position. An adult sitting on 

leaning over the bike is usually sufficient to get it at this position mid stroke.  Check it has free play in 

the chain and is not super tight at this tightest point.   

Or set as shown below, a measurement of 50mm total from Alloy arm to underside of the chain 

measured just off the back of the guide.      

 

 


